THINGS TO CONSIDER – ENROLLMENT AND SFTF

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING THE NUMBER OF INCOMING FRESHMEN

Trend in number of applications and number of acceptances

   Trends from Panhandle
   Trends from Florida
   Trends from Alabama
   Trends from outside of Florida and Alabama

Trends in number of freshmen accepted and number of freshmen enrolled

How many accepted freshmen signed up for orientation; compare yearly trends
How many accepted freshmen signed up for housing; compare yearly trends
How many accepted freshmen received and accepted academic scholarships; compare yearly trends
How many accepted freshmen applied for financial aid; compare yearly trends

Number of high school graduates

   Trend from the Panhandle
   Trend from the State of Florida
   Trend from outside of Florida

Number attending Open Houses; compare yearly trends
Number visiting campus during the week; compare yearly trends
Number attending high school visitation and college days/night; compare yearly trends

What high school counselors tell us about their students’ interest in UWF
What is different on campus that would impact a freshman’s decision to attend UWF

   New buildings, new resident hall, new scholarships, new academic programs, etc.

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING THE NUMBER OF INCOMING TRANSFERS

Trend in number of applications and number of acceptances
Trends from Panhandle

Trends from Florida

Trends from Alabama

Trends from outside of Florida and Alabama

Trends from community college graduates

Trends from the local community colleges

Trends in number of transfers accepted and number of transfers enrolled

How many accepted transfers received and accepted academic scholarships; compare yearly trends

How many applied for financial aid; compare yearly trends

Number of AA graduates from local community colleges

What is different on campus that would impact a transfer’s decision to attend UWF

   New buildings, new scholarships, new academic programs, etc.

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING THE NUMBER OF INCOMING GRADUATES

Trend in number of applications and number of acceptances

   Trends from Panhandle

   Trends from Florida

   Trends from Alabama

   Trends from outside of Florida and Alabama

   Trends from UWF’s bachelor programs

Trends in number of graduates accepted and number of graduates enrolled

How many accepted graduates received and accepted assistantships; compare yearly trends

What is different on campus that would impact a graduate’s decision to attend UWF

   New buildings, new academic programs, changes in delivery method of programs, etc.
OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER

Economy situation of Panhandle and Florida

Hurricane situation of Panhandle and Florida

Number of non-degree students at each level; compare yearly trends

Number of readmitted students at the undergraduate level; compare yearly trends

Number of student at each level who graduated during the year; compare yearly trends

Any retention initiatives at each level; compare yearly trends

Tuition or fees increases

New Federal or State financial aid programs